2020 in Review
We lead the movement to end hunger through advocacy,
volunteerism, and healthy food for all. We nourish community.
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Senior Nutrition
New in 2020
MFB&CC offers affordable home deliveries of
fresh foods once per month for qualifying
seniors and those living with disabilities.
Each box contains fresh & frozen foods at the
lowest possible prices. Participants can pay
with many different options including SNAP.
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Policy Impacts for Families
Facing Food Insecurity
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On March 14, 2020, Governor Steve Bullock issued a Stay
at Home Directive for the State of Montana in response
to the COVID-19 pandemic. This necessary health
measure encompassed a number of mandatory business
closures, many of which were in the service industry,
impacting hourly wage-earners who were not able to
transition to at-home work.
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Further impacting families, Missoula County Public
Schools and other districts in Missoula County
transitioned to all-online learning starting on or around
March 14th through the remainder of the academic year.
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Throughout the year, mandatory quarantine for
close-contacts and for illness further challenged those
whose employers did not offer paid sick leave.

First Economic Impact Payments
Expanded unemployment
compensation began in late April,
but paid retroactively to March 29th
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1) The CARES Act, passed by Congress in April 2020 in response to the economic impacts
of the COVID-19 pandemic, provided direct payments of $1,200 for people making less
than $75,000/yr, with an additional $600 benefit for dependents.
2) Also through the CARES Act, those filing for unemployment were provided with an
additional $600/wk benefit, responding to the hundreds of thousands of service-industry
jobs lost and furloughed to mitigate spread of COVID-19.
3) In the Summer of 2020, Pandemic EBT (SNAP) was issued to qualifying homes with
school-aged children. This is a program modeled after Summer EBT, a pilot concept
which gives families whose children qualify for free lunch additional food dollars during
summer months while away from school. This model is considered best-practice by
anti-hunger advocates.
4) Also of note – the decline in services approximately every four weeks is during the first
full week of each month. This is when SNAP benefits are funded, representing a time of
reduced need because federal safety net services are working. MFB&CC and other
anti-hunger advocates support an increase to direct SNAP benefits for households, which
would reduce the pressure on the charitable food system, put additional dollars into local
economies through grocery purchase, and provide a more dignified approach to ending
hunger in our neighborhoods.

In the first weeks of the pandemic, MFB&CC
services skyrocketed, reaching more families and
individuals than ever before in our nearly 40-year
history. In the first five weeks, more than 500 new
households visited our Store for help.
Congress acted quickly to pass a suite of relief measures
through the CARES Act. During the season of economic
impact payments and expanded unemployment,
MFB&CC’s service numbers* were similar to
pre-pandemic services. When direct-relief measures
sunset, MFB&CC service numbers again climbed to
unprecedented heights. Throughout 2020, more than
sixty percent of households served by our food bank
were first-time families, never having needed food
assistance in our community before.
*Other factors that contributed to a difference in service
numbers during the pandemic months include a change
in MFB&CC’s model of service. In March of 2020,
MFB&CC changed from a choice-model pantry to a
pre-packed cart system and began providing more food
to families each shop to reduce foot traffic and help to
better support people during this challenging time.
MFB&CC also lifted the limit on the number of times a
household can visit during the month, previously set at
two-times per calendar month cap (with exceptions for
extenuating circumstances).

We Nourish Community.
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